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Science, Law, and Forensics: 



Trier of Law:  

Judge

Trier of Fact:  

Jury or Judge ( if ôbench trialõ)



Examinations, Communications, CV, Benchnotes, 
Photographs, Instrumental Output, Reports, Time 

& Billing Records, Invoices, Data Upon Which 
You Relied, Rule 16, Rule 26

Discovery1

Deposition Evidentiary Hearing Trial

1 compulsory disclosure



Privileged 

vs. 
Discoverable



Voir Dire
Preliminary process to determine 

suitability as ôexpertõ witness



Admissibility vs. Weight

Motion in limine *

* Latin for òat/on the thresholdó



Federal Rule of Evidence (FRE) 401:

Test for Relevant Evidence

Evidence is relevant if:

(a) it has any tendency to make a fact more 

or less probable than it would be without 

the evidence; and

(b) the fact is of consequence in 

determining the action.



FRE 402 
General Admissibility of Relevant Evidence

Relevant evidence is admissible unless any of 

the following provides otherwise:

Åthe United States Constitution;

Åa Federal statute;

Åthese rules, or

Åother rules prescribed by the Supreme Court.

Irrelevant evidence is not admissible.



FRE 403
Excluding Relevant Evidence for Prejudice, 
Confusion, Waste of Time, or Other Reasons

The court may exclude relevant evidence if its 
probative value is substantially outweighed by 

a danger of one or more of the following:

Åunfair prejudice, 
Åconfusing the issues, 
Åmisleading the jury, 
Åundue delay, 
Åwasting time, or 

Åneedlessly presenting cumulative evidence



Frye v. United States 
293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923)

a novel scientific technique òmust be 

sufficiently established to have gained 

general acceptance in the particular 

field in which it belongsó

ñgeneral acceptance in the relevant scientific communityò

ògeneral acceptanceó test





If scientific, technical, or other specialized 
knowledge will assist the trier of fact to 

understand the evidence or to determine a 
fact in issue, a witness qualified as an 

expert by knowledge, skill, experience, 
training, or education, may testify thereto 

in the form of an opinion or otherwise. 

FRE 702



Testimony by Expert Witnesses

A witness who is qualified as expert by knowledge, skill, experience, 

training, or education may testify in form of opinion or otherwise if:

(a)expertõs scientific, technical, or other specialized 

knowledge will help trier of fact understand the 

evidence or to determine fact in issue;

(b) testimony is based on sufficient facts or data;

(c) testimony is product of reliable principles & methods 

(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles &

methods to facts of the case.

FRE 702



FRE 703
Bases of an Expertõs Opinion Testimony

An expert may base an opinion on facts or data in the 

case that the expert has been made aware of or personally 

observed.  If experts in the particular field would 

reasonably relyon those kinds of facts or data in forming 

an opinion on the subject, they need not be admissible 

for the opinion to be admitted. But if the facts or data 

would otherwise be inadmissible, the proponent of the 

opinion may disclose them to the jury only if their 

probative value in helping the jury evaluate the opinion 

substantially outweighs their prejudicial effect. 



(18) Statements in Learned Treatises, Periodicals, or 
Pamphlets.A statement contained in a treatise, 

periodical, or pamphlet if:

(A) the statement is called to the attention of an expert 

witness on cross-examination or relied on by the expert 

on direct examination; and

(B) the publication is established as a reliable authority 

by the expertõs admission or testimony, by another 

expertõs testimony, or by judicial notice.

If admitted, the statement may be read into evidence 

FRE 803 
Exceptions to the Rule Against Hearsay ñ Regardless of 

Whether the Declarant Is Available as a Witness

The following are not excluded by the rule against hearsay, regardless of whether 

the declarant is available as a witness:



Admissibility vs. Weight

Motion in limine *

* Latin for òat/on the thresholdó



ÅMust be based on sufficient facts or data
ÅMust be product of reliable principles & methods
ÅReliable application of principles & methods to case 

facts?
ÅIs the hypothesis falsifiable? (testability & history)

ÅHas theory undergone peer review?
ÅHas theory been published?
ÅIs there a known or potential error rate?
ÅHas theory been accepted in relevant scientific 

community?
ÅExtant standards?

Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharamaceuticals
509 U.S. 579 (1993) 



Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael,
526 U.S. 137 (1999) 

extends Daubert to nonscientific evidence

General Electric v. Joiner, 
522 U.S. 136, 139 L. Ed. 2d 508, 118 S. Ct. 512, 1997 U.S. LEXIS 7503 (1997), on 

remand, 134 F.3d 1457, 1998 U.S. App. LEXIS 1770 (11th Cir. Ga. 1998)

encourages trial courts to scrutinize how expert 
extrapolates from data to conclusions; establishes 
abuse of discretion standard for appellate review;



United States v. Llera Plaza, 
181 F. Supp. 2d 414 (E.D. Pa. 2002)

January 2002:  USDC Judge Pollak held that a fingerprint 
expert could not give an opinion that two sets of fingerprints 
òmatchedó, i.e., were a positive identification to the exclusion 

of all other persons.  Fingerprint identification is not a 
ôscienceõ and fails Daubertcriteria. [òLleraPlaza Ió]

March 2002: After holding that fingerprint identifications fail 
to pass muster under Daubert (see Llera Plaza I), Judge 

Louis Pollack agreed to a rehearing, changed his mind, and 
then issued this opinion. Here he finds that experts may 

express the opinion that fingerprints match. [òLleraPlaza IIó]

United States v. Llera Plaza 
188 F.Supp.2d 549 (E.D.Pa. 2002) 

vacating 179 F. Supp.2d 492 (E.D. Pa. 2002)

http://homepages.law.asu.edu/~kayed/pubs/se/sine/07/03-edpa-plaza1.htm


ÅòTraining and Experienceó

ÅChallenger isnõt qualified by training

V forensic scientists not exclusive members of 

órelevant scientific communityô

V relevant members include those whose 

scientific background & training were 
sufficient to allow them to comprehend,  
understand process and form judgment

U.S. v. Porter, 618 A.2d 629 (D.C. 1992)



ÅòTraining and Experienceó

ÅChallenger isnõt qualified by training
(U.S. v. Porter, 618 A.2d 629 (D.C. 1992))

ÅStare decisis

ÅIpse dixit declaration by witness 
(jurisdictional or solicited)

ÅAd hominem: if you canõt defend the (lack 
of) òscienceó, shoot the messenger

ÅTechnique universally accepted



admissibility Í validation or adequate 

(or even any meaningful) testing

(òimplicit testingó)

Note: re stare decisis



U.S. v. Porter
618 A.2d 629(D.C. 1992)

órelevant communityô defined as:

individuals ñwhose scientific 
background and training are sufficient 

to allow them to comprehend and 
understand the process and form a 

judgment about itò



Circle the Wagons

Kill the Messenger

Threaten the Judge



Scientists attempting to 
persuade nonscientists by logical 
argument, ultimately arbitrated 

by another nonscientist

Definition of ôFrustrationõ

òThe wheelõs spinning but the hamsterõs dead.ó



Demonstrative Exhibits

Beware of:

Conclusory statements

Colors used

Familiarity with content & order



Burriss v. Texaco
361 F.2d 169 (4th Cir. 1966)

òsubstantially sameó rule

replication/simulation must 
be sufficiently similar in all 

relevant aspects.



Å Progression: gradational epistemic conception 

to dichotomous binary format (legal decision)

Å Insulation from veritistic process

Å Frye origin rationale: vague indicium

Å Ipse dixit declaration by witness 

Å Assumptions of probative value

Å Loss of focus on ôtask at handõ


